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Defining Rhetoric

Rhetoric is “the art of winning the 
soul by discourse.”

Plato



Defining Rhetoric

Rhetoric is “the faculty of 
discovering in any particular case all 
of the available means of 
persuasion.”

Aristotle



Defining Rhetoric

“Rhetoric is the art of speaking well.”

Quintilian



Defining Rhetoric

“The duty and office of rhetoric is to 
apply reason to imagination for the 
better moving of the will.”

Francis Bacon



Defining Rhetoric

Rhetoric as “that powerful instrument 
of error and deceit.”

John Locke



Defining Rhetoric

[Rhetoric] is that art or talent by 
which discourse is adapted to its end.  
The four ends of discourse are to 
enlighten the understanding, please the 
imagination, move the passion, and 
influence the will.

George 
Campbell



Defining Rhetoric

Rhetoric is the study of 
misunderstandings and their remedies.

I.A. Richards



Defining Rhetoric
“Rhetoric is rooted in an essential function of 
language itself, a function that is wholly 
realistic and continually born anew: the use of 
language as a symbolic means of inducing 
cooperation in beings that by nature respond 
to symbols.”

“Wherever there is persuasion, there is 
rhetoric, and wherever there is rhetoric, 
there is meaning.”

Kenneth 
Burke



Defining Rhetoric

“Rhetoric is a form of reasoning about 
probabilities, based on assumptions people 
share as members of a community.”

Erika 
Lindemann



Defining Rhetoric

“Rhetoric in the most general sense may 
perhaps be identified with the energy inherent 
in communication: the emotional energy that 
impels the speaker to speak, the physical 
energy expended in the utterance, the energy 
level coded in the message, and the energy 
experienced by the recipient in decoding the 
message.” George 

Kennedy



Defining Rhetoric

“Rhetoric is the art, practice, and 
study of human communication.”

Andrea 
Lunsford



What is a Blog?

from “web log”



What is a Blog?

It is a process for creating and publishing to a web site.



What is a Blog?

They “engage readers with ideas and questions and 
links” (Richardson). 



What is a Blog?

Blogs are interactive.



What is a Blog?

They are an example of the “Read/Write Web.”



What is a Blog?

Example: David Jake’s blog, The Strength of Weak Ties

Latest post is at the top.

Comments left by readers.

Blogs are collaborative.



What is a Blog?

Example: The Seventeen Magazine Project

Example: Teenagerie



What is a Blog?

Good blogging begins with reading.



What is a Blog?

It is not a journal or diary. 



What is a Blog?

It is not the same as social networking.



What is a Blog?

A blog engages people “in a process of thinking in 
words, not simply an accounting of the day’s events or 

feelings” (Richardson). 



What is a Blog?

It is “connective writing.”



Why Blog?

It is “connective writing.”



Why Blog?
It promotes critical and analytical thinking.

It can be a powerful promoter of creative, intuitive, and 
associational thinking.

It can promote analogical thinking.

It can be a powerful medium for increasing access and 
exposure to quality information.

It can combine the best of solitary reflection and social 
interaction.

(Eide Neurolearning Blog, 2005)


